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                                             We Are Back!! 
The GNYRSO Store is Back  

& Open for Business 

  

 

 

Hi, I'm an addict named Patti. It's been 1 year since NYC shut down due to the pandemic.  At 

this time last March, I was a GSR at the NYC area service committee and also the current 

chair.  Big picture, the NYCASC is thriving. Initially we were able to go virtual after just one 

missed month of meetings. We formed an Ad-hoc committee on Guidelines for reopening 

and have resources on our web page that groups can use to guide them in their decision-

making process. We did have a slight delay in area elections, but were lucky to retain most 

of our Admin. and Steering Committee members for the first few months. We've been 

steadily growing our GSR participation, possibly because there's no travel involved, and for-

tunately have a group in Staten Island that only meets virtually that's joined our area. We 

have had a steady increase in Group participation since we've been meeting virtually with 

about a third of our active groups attending the Area Service Committee meeting each 

month. 

Some of the challenges we've faced have been changing signatures at the bank when we did 

change officers, establishing a virtual donation method so members wouldn't have to pur-

chase money orders and mail them in and then another member check the P.O. box and get 

them to the treasurer to make deposits. (We were able to obtain a PayPal account that 

we're currently using), and getting some of our H&I meetings up virtually. 

We had a successful virtual NA Anniversary and virtual holiday marathons for Thanksgiving, 

Christmas and New Year's, as well as a New Year's Eve Bash.  

As a result, we got groups to participate and were able to fill our Entertainment and Activi-

ties Chair position. We will be having elections in May for new officers and Sub-Committee 

chairs, so if you'd like to get involved, there's opportunity! Service isn't just a way to give 

back, but my experience has been that it enriches my personal recovery in ways that are 

too numerable to express.  

"The greater the base the higher the point of freedom."    Basic Text, Page ix. 

In Loving Service,  

Pattie. 



 

How did we make it through??? 

YOUR RSO 
 

During this past year with the Covid-19 raising it ugly head we at the 
GNYRSO, Inc. almost came to a complete stand still. Many people have 
asked, “how are you guys doing and how did you make it through?” 

The simple answer is teamwork and a concerted effort to continue to serve 
the NA Fellowship however we could throughout this time.  While we had to 
close the office to the public for safety reasons we, the Board of Directors 
members, took turns coming to the office to fill WEB Orders (which showed 
a sharp increase and an amazing geographical spread – from Maine to Texas 
to California and many places in-between) and to ship the ordered materials. 
We were also able to service and attract some business from Area’s outside 
of the GNYR. This was due to the fact that a number of Area’s outside of the 
GNYR were able to hold their normal area meetings and we encouraged 
them to purchase their literature needs from us rather from NAWS. We ad-
vised them that we charged the same prices for literature, offered the same 
discounts and reduced shipping costs on most orders. We also offered 30-
day credit terms for established Area’s and institutions.  While there was a 
very big drop-off in our sales of literature and specialty items (due to most 
Area’s not meeting in person and distributing literature) we continued to 
have on going expenses such as rent, telephone, electricity, etc. To meet 
these expenses we limited our ordering of replacement literature to abso-
lute necessary items (For the most part Basic Texts, Step Working Guides 
and medallions) As we sold other items in our stock we did not replace 
much of it as the funds were used to pay ongoing bills. This had the effect of 
reducing our stock by about 50% but enabled us to make all necessary pay-
ments, Including amounts owed to NAWS, on time.  Individual groups that 
have started to meet have also started to order literature for their groups 
and that has had the effect of increasing our sales and therefore profit. We 
are planning on having a soft opening on June 21st, Monday. Hours are posted 
on the WEB Site and individuals, groups and others will be able to come to 
the office, order materials and received them at once. Currently we have 
paid all bills on time, built up a bit of a reserve and are looking forward to 
serving the entire GNYR Fellowship as we all start to return to normal.  

In The Store 

Laser 

Tri Plates 

Bronze 

Greeting Cards 


